LOCAL MONITORING
RF Monitor Software enables to remotely configure and monitor all Newsteo products from a local PC.

ONLINE MONITORING
WebMonitor web application enables any allowed user to bring up on screen measures from Newsteo loggers from any device connected on the internet.

Stand-alone solutions for «open to the public» buildings

Newsteo data loggers enable to easily set up a wireless system for real-time monitoring, traceability and alerts for hot water system (legionella prevention) and climatic chambers (food & pharmaceutical storage).
CREATE YOUR OWN WIRELESS DATA LOGGERS NETWORK

TEMPERATURE OF YOUR CLIMATIC CHAMBERS

LOM16
Plastic casing
IP67 Protected
[-40°C ; +70°C]

LOG26
Plastic casing
IP54 Protected
[-40°C ; +70°C]

Thanks to Newsteo data loggers, you can check in real-time if your goods are stored at the correct temperature and intervene if need be.

Newsteo LGR loggers are especially designed for hot water networks surveillance. They will alert you in real-time if there is any problem.

LEGIONELLA PREVENTION

Wireless LGR36 logger with external probe of temperature:
For point of use

Wireless LGR46 logger with dual external probe of temperature:
For hot water supply and return

OUR REFERENCES

LA CASAMANCE Hospital
RIXHEIM Nursing home
SAINT PAUL Nursing Home
MAURICE COLLET Nursing Home